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OR-OSHA Services

Oregon OSHA offers a variety of safety and health services to employers and employees:

Consultative Services (all field offices)
Offers no-cost, confidential on-site safety, health, and ergonomic assistance to Oregon employers for help in
recognizing and correcting safety and health problems in their workplaces.

Our consultants can also introduce you to the Safety & Health Achievement Recognition Program (SHARP)
and Oregon’s Voluntary Protection Program (VPP).

Standards and Technical Resources (Salem Central)
Adopts, amends, and formally interprets occupational safety and health standards and provides technical
assistance such as reviewing variances.

Operates a resource center containing books, topical files, technical periodicals, pamphlets and brochures,
more than 200 technical data bases, and an audiovisual lending library.

Enforcement (all field offices)
Inspects places of employment for occupational safety and health rule violations and investigates workplace
safety and health accidents, complaints, and referrals.

Provides compliance assistance, specific abatement assistance to employers who have received citation, and
offers pre-job conferences for construction employers.

Public Education & Conferences (Portland, Salem Central, Eugene)
Conducts no-cost statewide educational workshops in a wide variety of safety and health subjects.

Co-sponsors statewide conferences including the biennial Governor’s Occupational Safety and Health
Conference in Portland.

Portland Field Office   (503) 229-5910
Salem  Field Office      (503) 378-3274
Eugene Field Office (541) 686-7562
M edford Field Office (541) 776-6030
Bend Field Office (541) 388-6066
Pendleton Field Office  (541) 276-9175

Salem  Central Office:  (800) 922-2689
or (503) 378-3272

W eb Site:  w w w .orosha.org

OR-OSHA Mission Statement
To advance and improve workplace safety and health for all workers in Oregon.

Check out our series of five specific safety and health
training program certificates!

Additional Public Education Services
✔  Safety for Small Business workshops

✔  Interactive Internet courses

✔  Training Series Certificates

✔  On-site training requests

✔  Access workshop materials

✔  Spanish training aids

✔  Training and Education Grants

✔  Continuing Education Units/Credit Hours

For more information on Public Education
services, please call (888) 292-5247 Option 2

Date
August 19, 2003Michelle Cattanach

Manager

For the completion of 32 hours of training in occupational
safety and health

Your Name

The Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Division of the
Department of Consumer and Business Services presents this

certificate to commend

Safety Committee Member Training Series

Award of Completion
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Welcome!
Introduction to Personal Protective Equipment  will give those who are new to 

safety and health an overview of the requirements for employers regarding the use 
of PPE.

The goal of this workshop is to:

1. Define “Personal Protective Equipment” (PPE),

2. Discuss the need for PPE,

3. Describe how to use a “Job Hazard Analysis” and a “PPE Assessment and
       Certification Worksheet” to assess hazards in the workplace to determine which may
            require the use of PPE,

4. To review the “PPE Walkthrough Survey and Certification”, and

5. To explain how to locate PPE codes on the OR-OSHA CD-ROM

Appendix

Samples
Personal Protective Equipment Plan Page 14
Personal Protective Equipment Test Page 17

Master for Copy
“Job Hazard Analysis Worksheet”
“PPE Assessment and Certification Worksheet”
“PPE Walkthrough Survey and Certification”

NOTE:  For the full “Occupational Noise Exposure” rule, refer to Div 2, Sub G, 1910.25 (pg G-35)
NOTE:  For “Respiratory Protection” refer to Div 2, Sub I, 1910.134 (pg I-13)
NOTE:  For “PPE in Construction” refer to Div 3, Sub E

Please Note:  This material, or any other material used to inform employers of compliance requirements of
Oregon OSHA standards through simplification of the regulations should not be considered a substitute for any
provisions of the Oregon Safe Employment Act or for any standards issued by Oregon OSHA.

Equipment used in this training course has been selected to familiarize the participant with a wide variety of
types now on the market.  Use in this course does not constitute an endorsement by OR-OSHA of products of any
specific supplier or manufacturer and should not be considered as substitute training for this equipment.
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What is personal protective equipment?
Personal protective equipment, or PPE, includes a variety of devices and garments to
protect workers from injuries.

You can find PPE designed to protect:

* Eyes – goggles / face shields, safety glasses,

* Face – face shield / protective shields / barriers,

* Head – hard hat / bump hat,

* Ears – earplugs / earmuffs,

* Feet – safety shoes / boots

* Hands and arms – gloves / sleeve guards, and

* Protective clothing – vests / safety suits / safety jackets.

* Body – Shields / barriers / restraints

* Airways / lungs – Respiratory devices.

Who must provide PPE?

You must provide PPE for your employees if

Their work environment presents a
hazard or is likely to present a hazard to
any part of their body; or

Their work processes present a hazard
or are likely to present a hazard to any
part of their bodies; or

During their work, they might come
into contact with hazardous chemicals,
radiation, or mechanical irritants; and

You are unable to eliminate their
exposure or potential exposure to the
hazard by engineering, work practice,
or administrative control.

Match the definitions (left)
with the examples (right)

The worker uses cleaning chemicals
and sanitizes machinery / equipment.

The worker has to climb into a
concrete pit to clean it out.

The worker has to use powered tools
such as grinders, drill presses, and/or
welders.

The worker is in a building where the
temperature is 20 degrees.

A.

B.

C.

D.

How are potential hazards in the workplace identified?

Begin with a survey of your workplace.  Observe the environment in which your employees
work.  Ask employees how they perform their tasks.  Look for sources of potential injury
such as the following:
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Eyes
Do employees perform tasks, or work near
employees who perform tasks, that might produce
airborne dust or flying particles?

Sawing, cutting, drilling, sanding, grinding,
hammering, chopping, abrasive blasting, and
punch press operations.

Do your employees handle, or work near
employees who handle, hazardous liquid
chemicals or encounter blood splashes?

Pouring, mixing, painting, cleaning, syphoning,
dip tank operations, and dental and health care
services.

Are your employees’ eyes exposed to other
potential physical or chemical irritants?

Battery charging, installing insulation, and
compressed air or gas operations.

Are your employees exposed to intense light? Welding, cutting, and laser operations.

Pouring, mixing, painting, cleaning, syphoning,
and dip tank operations.

Are your employees’ faces exposed to extreme heat? Welding, pouring molten metal, smithing,
baking, cooking, and drying.

Are your employees’ faces exposed to other
potential irritants?

Cutting, sanding, grinding, hammering,
chopping, pouring, mixing, painting, cleaning.

Do your employees handle, or work near employees
who handle, hazardous liquid chemicals?

Face

Typical Operations
Of Concern Yes

Work stations or traffic routes located under
catwalks or conveyors, construction, trenching,
and utility work.

When your employees stand or bend, are their
heads near exposed beams, machine parts or pipes?

Construction, confined space operations, and
building maintenance.

Do your employees work with or near exposed
electrical wiring or components?

Building maintenance, utility work, construction,
wiring, work on or near high-tech equipment.

Might tools or other objects fall from above and
strike your employees on the head?

Head

Feet

Could tools, heavy equipment, or other objects
roll, fall onto, or strike your employees feet?

Construction, plumbing, smithing, building
maintenance, utility work, and grass cutting.

Do your employees work with or near exposed
electrical wiring or components?

Building maintenance, utility work, construction,
wiring, work on or near high-tech equipment.

Do your employees work with explosives or in
explosive atmospheres?

Battery charging, installing fiberglass insulation,
and compressed air or gas operations.

Are your employees exposed to intense light or
lasers?

Demolition, explosives manufacturing,
grain milling, spray painting, abrasive
blasting, and work with highly flammable
materials.
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Hands

Do your employees’ hands come into contact with
tools or materials that might scrape, bruise, or cut?

Grinding, sanding, sawing, hammering, and
material handling.

Do your employees handle chemicals that might
irritate skin, or come into contact with blood?

Pouring, mixing, painting, cleaning, dip tank
operations, and health care and dental services.

Do work procedures require your employees to
place their hands and arms near extreme heat?

Welding, pouring molten metal, smithing,
baking, cooking, and drying.

Are your employees’ hands and arms placed near
exposed electrical wiring or components.

Building maintenance, utility work, construction,
wiring, work on or near high-tach equipment.

Body

Are your employees’ bodies exposed to irritating
dust or chemical splashes?

Pouring, mixing, painting, cleaning, syphoning,
dip tank operations, machining, sawing, battery
charging, installing fiberglass insulation.

Are your employees’ bodies exposed to sharp or
rough surfaces?

Cutting, grinding, sanding, sawing, glazing, and
material handling.

Are your employees’ bodies exposed to extreme
heat?

Welding, pouring molten metal, smithing,
baking, cooking, and drying.

Are your employees’ bodies exposed to acids or
other hazardous substances?

Pouring, mixing, painting, cleaning, syphoning,
and dip tank operations.

Typical Operations
Of Concern Yes

Ears / Hearing

Machining, grinding, sanding, work near
conveyors, pneumatic equipment, generators,
ventilation fans, motors, and punch and brake
presses.

Are your employees exposed to loud noise from
machines, tool, or other sources?

A Job Hazard Analysis should be conducted on every task that you believe
might need PPE.

A Job Hazard Analysis is an organized approach which lists the steps that are taken to
complete a job, identifies the hazards associated with each step, and then recommends
corrective action that addresses each hazard.

The “Job” is the task that has been assigned.  The “Hazard” is the unsafe condition or
practice that could cause injury or illness.  The “Analysis” breaks down the task into steps
to determine how each step impacts the safety of the worker.
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Let’s take a look at the “Job Hazard Analysis Worksheet” and see how it helps us to
organize this process.

JHA Number: _______________ Page ____ of ____

Job Description: ____________________________________________________________________

Step 1._____________________________________________________________________________

Hazard(s) Control  Measure(s) Required
_____________________________________ ______________________________________

_____________________________________ ______________________________________

_____________________________________ ______________________________________

_____________________________________ ______________________________________

Step 2._____________________________________________________________________________

Hazard(s)  Control  Measure(s) Required
_____________________________________ ______________________________________

_____________________________________ ______________________________________

_____________________________________ ______________________________________

_____________________________________ ______________________________________

Step 3._____________________________________________________________________________

Hazard(s)  Control  Measure(s) Required
_____________________________________ ______________________________________

_____________________________________ ______________________________________

Job Hazard Analysis Worksheet

A “JHA” could have as few as a single step or as many as 15 steps.  Any more than
15 steps  and the task should be split into more than one JHA (part A and Part B for
example).

In the case of PPE, once you have completed the Job Hazard Analysis, you may choose to
use the “PPE Assessment & Certification Worksheet” to help assess the worksite for PPE.
This worksheet, or any other worksheet used to assess the worksite for PPE is not mandatory.

The “Job Hazard Analysis Worksheet”

NOTE:  A master copy of the a 15 step “Job Hazard Analysis Worksheet” (three pages)
can be found in the appendix of this handout.

However, certification that a PPE assessment has been
completed is required by the PPE standard.

Now let’s take a look at the “PPE Assessment & Certification Worksheet”.
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PPE Assessment & Certification Worksheet
Assessment conducted by: ______________________________________ Date: ______________________________
Task ______________________________________________________ Department _________________________

Instructions
1. Conduct a Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) of the above task and then list below the hazards found in the JHA.  

2. If engineering or management practices cannot eliminate the hazards, or are not feasible, determine the appropriate 
PPE for each hazard.  Note: If you are not sure about appropriate PPE, consult your OR-OSHA consultant or insurer for assistance.  

Summary of Task Hazards and PPE Required
Impact by: ___ materials ___ equipment ___ objects ___ co-worker ___ other (describe) __________________________________

PPE required: (head, eye, foot, etc.) __________________________________________________________________________

Contact with: ___ stationary object  ___ moving object ___ sharp object ___ other (describe)  ______________________________

PPE required: (foot, head, etc.)  ______________________________________________________________________________

Fall: ___ from elevation ___ to surface ___ slipping ___ tripping ___ other (describe) ______________________________________

PPE required: ( fall, restraint systems)  ________________________________________________________________________

Caught in, under, between: ___ running or meshing objects ___ moving object ___ stationary object ___ rolling vehicle ___ 

collapsing materials/cave-in ___ other (describe) __________________________________________________________________

PPE required: (hand, foot, etc.)  ______________________________________________________________________________

Overexposure: ___ noise ___ heat ___ cold ___ temperature variation ___ radiation. List dBA ________ Temp _________  F. 

PPE required: (hearing, respiratory, clothing, eye, etc.)  __________________________________________________________

Inhalation of: ___ hot ___ cold ___dust ___ mists ___ vapors ___ smoke ___ gasses  ___  fibers ___ biohazards ____  

other (describe) __________________________________________________________________________________________

PPE required: (respiratory, face, etc.)  _________________________________________________________________________

Ingestion of: ___ hot ___ cold ___ acids ___ bases ___ caustics ___ poisons ___dust ___ mists ___ vapors ___ smoke ___ 

gasses  ___ radiation ___ fibers ___ other (describe) ______________________________________________________________

PPE required: (respiratory, face, etc.)  ________________________________________________________________________

Absorption of: ___ acids ___ bases ___ caustics ___ poisons ___ hazardous chemicals ___ other (describe) __________________

PPE required: (hand, face, eye, clothing, etc.)  __________________________________________________________________

Skin contact with: ___ hot liquid ___ molten metal ___ sparks  ___ acids ___ bases ___ caustics ___ poison ___ 
other (describe) _________________________________________________________________________________
PPE required: (hand, foot, face, eye, clothing, etc.)  ______________________________________________________________

3. Reference the associated MSDS for each hazardous chemical used and list the recommended PPE for that chemical.

Chemical: __________________________           MSDS PPE: _____________________________________________

__________________________ _____________________________________________

__________________________ _____________________________________________

Certification  ____________________________________________ ___________________________________

Signature Date

NOTE: A master worksheet for copying can be found in the appendix of this handout.
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The “PPE Walkthrough Survey and Certification” is another tool that can be used to
assess the need for PPE.  A master copy can be found in the appendix of this handout.

The “PPE Walkthrough Survey and Certification”

PPE Walkthrough Survey and Certification
Department ___________________   Task _______________________________________     Date _________

Assess each task for hazards using following criteria: (1 Type of injury or illness possible; (2 Probability - unlikely, 
likely, highly likely; and (3 Severity - death, serious injury/illness, not serious injury/illness.  

1.  Sources of motion - machinery, processes, tools, materials, people etc. ______________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________       
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

2.  Sources of high temperatures - that could cause burns, ignition, injury to eyes, etc. ____________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________       
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

3.  Sources of chemical exposure - splash, vapor, spray, immersion, etc. _______________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________      
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Sources of harmful atmospheres - dust, fumes, gasses, mists, vapors, fibers, etc. _____________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________      
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Sources of light radiation - welding, brazing, cutting, furnaces, heat treating, high intensity lights, etc. ______________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________       
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

6.  Sources of falling objects - materials, equipment, tools, etc. _______________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________        
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

7.  Sources of sharp objects - which could pierce the skin - feet, hands, face etc. _________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________        
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

8.  Sources of rolling or pinching that could crush - hands, feet. ____________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________      
Required PPE:  _____________________________________________________________________________________

9.  Layout of workplace and location of co-workers - adequate space for task. _________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________      
Required PPE:  _____________________________________________________________________________________

10. Sources of contact with electricity - wires, grounding, __________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________        
Required PPE:  _____________________________________________________________________________________

I certify that I have conducted a workplace survey on the above task to assess the need for personal protective 
equipment.  The personal protective equipment noted above will be required while performing this task.  

______________________________________________ ________________________
Signature Date 
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Let’s Review
DIVISION 2,  SUBDIVISION I, PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
1910.132 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.
(a) Application. Protective equipment, including personal protective equipment for eyes,
face, head, and extremities, protective clothing, respiratory devices, and protective shields
and barriers, shall be provided, used, and maintained in a sanitary and reliable condition
wherever it is necessary. . .

(d) Hazard assessment and equipment selection.
(1) The employer shall assess the workplace to determine if hazards are present, or are
likely to be present, which necessitate the use of personal protective equipment (PPE).
If such hazards are present, or likely to be present, the employer shall:

(i) Select, and have each affected employee use, the types of PPE that will protect
the affected employee from the hazards identified in the hazard assessment;
(ii) Communicate selection decisions to each affected employee; and,
(iii) Select PPE that properly fits each affected employee.

NOTE: Non-mandatory Appendix B contains an example of procedures that would comply with the
requirement for a hazard assessment.

(2) The employer shall verify that the required workplace hazard assessment has
been performed through a written certification that identifies the workplace
evaluated; the person certifying that the evaluation has been performed; the
date(s) of the hazard assessment; and, which identifies the document as a
certification of hazard assessment.

DIVISION 1
437-001-0760 Rules for All Workplaces

(1)(a)  The employer shall see that workers are properly instructed and supervised in the
safe operation of any machinery, tools, equipment, process, or practice which they are
authorized to use or apply. . .

(2)(a)  Employees shall conduct their work in compliance with the safety rules
contained in this code.

(3)(c)  Any supervisors or persons in charge of work are held to be the agents of the
employer in the discharge of their authorized duties, and are at all times responsible for:

(A)  The execution in a safe manner of the work under their supervision; and

(B)  The safe conduct of their crew while under their supervision; and

(C)  The safety of all workers under their supervision
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Finding “The Personal Protective Equipment” Code

• Insert OR-OSHA CD into your computers CD-ROM drive. (the CD should automatically start)

• The screen will prompt you to download to your computer hard drive.  (write down where it’s
downloading to:  example:   C:\Program Files\OR-OSHA CD-ROM)

• If the software does not find a copy of “Acrobate Reader” on your hard drive, it will prompt you to
download a free copy.  You will need this software.  Down load it now, if needed, by following the
prompts.

You are now ready to begin surfing through the OR-OSHA CD-ROM

Click on
“OR-OSHA Rules” 

Click on
“Division 2”

(General Occupational Safety and Health Rules) 
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Finding “The Personal Protective Equipment” Code (cont.)

Click on
“Subdivision I ”

(Personal Protective Equipment) 

• You will be asked to save to disc.

• Write down where you are saving to.

• Locate saved code on your hard drive
and click on it to open it.
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Appendix

Samples Page

•  “Personal Protective Equipment Plan”    14 

•  “Personal Protective Equipment Test”          17

Masters for Copy 

  “Job Hazard Analysis Worksheet”

  “PPE Assessment and Certification Worksheet”

  “PPE Walkthrough Survey and Certification”     
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Sample Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Plan
I.  Purpose.  The Personal Protective Equipment Plan provides direction to managers,
supervisors, and employees about their responsibilities in the selection, use, care and
disposal  of personal protective equipment as detailed in OAR 437, Division 2/I,
Personal Protective Equipment.

II. General.  Personal protective equipment and devices should be used only when it is
impossible or impractical to eliminate a hazard or control it at its source through
engineering design.  Wearing personal protective equipment does not eliminate the
hazardous condition.  Every effort will be made to first eliminate the hazardous
condition through engineering and/or administrative control strategies.  If it is not
possible or feasible to eliminate hazardous conditions, personal protective equipment
will be used to establish a barrier between the exposed employee and the hazard to
reduce the probability and severity of an injury.

III. Responsibility and accountability.

A.  Managers are responsible to ensure supervisors conduct worksite/task analyses to
identify hazardous conditions that may or may not be eliminated through 
engineering or administrative controls.  In those tasks that expose employees to 
hazardous conditions which cannot be eliminated through engineering or 
administrative controls, managers will implement and monitor this plan to ensure
area supervisors are properly trained, supervised and enforce PPE safety rules.

B.  Supervisors are responsible, if directed, to carry out the provisions of this plan.  
They will:

1.  Conduct worksite/task analysis initially and as needed to assess the need for 
personal protective equipment.  Sources of hazards include:

a.  Hazards from impact/motion, high/low temperatures, chemicals, materials,
radiation, fall objects, sharp objects, rolling or pinching objects, electrical 
hazards, and workplace layout.

2. Certify in writing the tasks evaluated, hazards found, and actions 
recommended: Engineering controls, administrative controls, PPE.

3.  Select appropriate PPE.  If a task exposes an employee to hazards 
which can not be eliminated through engineering or administrative 
controls, the supervisor will identify and select PPE suitable for the 
specific task performed, conditions present, and frequency and duration 
of exposure.

a.  Supervisors are encouraged to take advantage of the services 
provided by Oregon OSHA consultants, our workers’ compensation insurer
consultants, and PPE suppliers for expert assistance in selecting PPE.

 
b.  Supervisors should invite exposed employees to participate in 

PPE selection.  Employees need to give feedback to the supervisor about the
fit, comfort, and suitability of the PPE being selected.
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4.  Train exposed employees before they are assigned to the hazardous task.

a.  Training should include:

(1  When PPE is necessary;

(2  What PPE is necessary;

(3  How to properly don, doff, adjust, and wear PPE;

(4  The limitations of the PPE; and

(5  The proper care, maintenance, useful life, and disposal of the PPE.

b.  After the employee(s)  demonstrate correct use, care, and disposal procedures of 
the PPE, the supervisor and employee will certify completion of training.

5.  Supervise employees on safe use and care of PPE.  Supervisors will regularly monitor 
employees for correct use and care of PPE, and provide follow-up training if required to 
ensure each employee has adequate skill, knowledge, and ability to use PPE.

6.  Enforce PPE safety rules.  Supervisors will enforce PPE safety rules following provisions
of the company progressive discipline policy.

C.  Employees are accountable to comply with PPE safety rules including:

1.  The correct use and care of PPE.

2.  Reporting changes in exposure to hazardous conditions that might require a follow-up 
analysis of the task for PPE.

3.  Reporting and replacing defective PPE.

IV.  Selection Guidelines.

A.  Eye and Face Protection.  Employees must use appropriate eye or face protection when 
exposed to eye or face hazards from flying particles, molten metal, liquid chemicals, acids or
caustic liquids, chemical gases or vapors, or potentially injurious light radiation.  
Requirements for side protection, prescription lenses, filter lenses, and identification of the 
manufacturer are detailed in  OAR 437, Division 2/I.  Eye and Face PPE must comply with 
ANSI Z87.1-1989 or be demonstrated to be equally effective.

B.  Head Protection.  Employees must wear protective helmets when working in areas where 
there is a potential for injury to the head from employee initiated impact or impact from 
falling or other moving objects.  Protective helmets designed to reduce electrical shock 
hazards will be worn by each employee when near exposed electrical conductors which 
could contact the head.  Helmets will comply with ANSI Z89.1-1986 or be equally effective.

C.  Foot Protection.  Employees must wear protective footwear when working in areas where 
there is a danger of foot injuries due to falling or rolling objects, or from object piercing the 
sole, and where employees’ feet are exposed to electrical hazards.  PPE for foot protection 
must comply with ANSI Z41.1991 or be equally effective.
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D.  Hand Protection.  Employees must use appropriate hand protection when their hands are
exposed to hazards such as those from skin absorption of harmful substances; severe cuts 
or lacerations; severe abrasions; punctures; chemical burns; thermal burns and harmful 
temperature extremes.  Supervisors must base the selection of hand protection on 
evaluation of the performance characteristics of the hand protection relative to the 
specific tasks to be performed, conditions present, duration of use and the hazards and 
potential hazards identified.

E.  Respiratory Protection.  Employees will wear appropriate respiratory protection when 
adequate ventilation or substitution with non-toxic chemicals, etc., is not possible or 
feasible.  Respirator protection must comply with ANSI Z288.2-1969 and provisions 
detailed in OAR 437, Division 2/I 1910.134.

F.  Fall Protection.  Fall protection must be provided when employees are exposed to (1) a 
vertical fall of ten feet or more over a lower level or (2) any height over dangerous 
equipment.  Fall protection will consist of either passive or active fall protection.  Fall 
protection must comply with ANSI A10.14-1991 and provisions detailed in OAR 437, 
Division 3, Construction and OAR 437-02-125.

G.  Electrical Protection.  Electrical protective equipment such as insulating blankets, 
mating, covers, line hoses, gloves, gloves and sleeves must be provided to employees who
are exposed to electrical hazards.  Electrical protective equipment will comply with the 
requirements in OAR 437, Division 2/I, 1910.137.

V.  Monitoring.

A.  Supervisors will monitor worksite tasks for changes in, or the introduction of new 
hazards.  If new hazards are discovered, they will conduct a task analysis for appropriate 
PPE.  A worksite analysis will be conducted at least annually for each task that requires
employees to use PPE.

B.  The safety committee will monitor the effectiveness of this plan and make 
recommendations to management to improve the plan.

VI.  Review.

Reviewed by ______________________________    Date _________________

Approved by ______________________________    Date _________________
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Sample Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Test

(Supervisors should give this test after training the employee on the proper use and care of PPE.  The
supervisor should review the test and discuss any areas requiring additional training.  When the
supervisor is confident that the employee has adequate knowledge and ability to properly use PPE
associated with the job, the supervisor should certify training.)

1.  List the type(s) of PPE required for your task.

2.  What are the hazards you are being protected against for each type of PPE used in your job?

3.  Describe procedures for the use and care of the PPE you are using.

4.  What should you look for to determine the PPE you are using is in good working order?

5.  What actions do you take when your PPE becomes defective?

Certification
I have personally trained __________________________________  and answered all questions
pertaining to the proper use and care of PPE.  I certify that he/she has adequate knowledge and ability to
properly use and care for the PPE associated with his/her job.

_________________________________________ _________________

Supervisor’s Signature        Date

I have been adequately trained on the use and care of PPE to be used by me.  My supervisor has answered
all questions to my satisfaction and I understand he/she will be available for follow-up training if needed.

_________________________________________ _________________

Employee’s Signature        Date
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Selection of Respirators

Only NIOSH/MSHA approved respirators will be selected for use in this program.  The choice of
respirator is dependent upon the airborne contaminant present, the hazardous operation performed, and on
the basis of comfort and ease of obtaining a proper personal fit.  The company will provide all respirators
which will be maintained in the general office area.  The useful life of each respirator will depend mainly
on the employee’s job duties and the actual time the unit is in use.  Generally, useful life would be
expected to vary from _________ to ________.

These respirators are also noted to have the following limitations:

1. ____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

Training

Each respirator user will be trained by their immediate supervisor or other qualified person on the proper
use and care of each respirator they use.  Training will include fit testing, practice, and verification of the
employee’s ability to use the respirator for related task.

Employee’s proof of the training and instructions received will consist of the following:  In addition to the
training and instruction received, the respirator user must have read, understood and be able to apply the
contents of this respirator program in the daily use, care and safekeeping of each respirator.

Copies of this respirator program will be distributed as follows:

a. 1 copy - posted on shop bulletin board.

b. 1 copy - kept in the office file.

c. 1 copy - given to respirator user.

Fitting Respirators

Properly fitting respirator is essential if employees are to receive maximum protection against airborne
contaminants.  Air which passes around the edges of the respirator, rather than through it, is not filtered
air.  In order to make sure a good face seal is obtained, the following rules must be observed:

1.  The respirator and straps must be in place and worn in the appropriate position.  To adjust head
bands, pull the free ends tight until a comfortable fit is obtained.  All straps must be secure.

2.  To adjust face piece properly, simply position the chin firmly in the chin cup and manually shift
rubber mask until the most comfortable position is located.  Make final adjustments in the head band
and do not break the nasal seal.  Modification to the respirator or straps shall not be made.

3.  Proper fit must be checked each time the respirator is worn according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.  Respirators must not be worn when projections under the face piece prevents a good
face seal.  Note:  Such conditions may be a growth of beard, sideburns, temple pieces on glasses or
skull cap that projects under the face piece.

4.  The fitted respirator must be tested using the appropriate qualitative fit tests.  For example,
Isoamyl acetate should be used to check respirator fit when using organic vapor respirators by
determining if the wearer can detect the “banana oil” odor.  Irritant fume tests can be used with
particulates respirators to ensure proper fit.

In the event that an employee is unable to obtain satisfactory fit with the type of respirator furnished, the
employer must make efforts to correct the problem.

Maintaining Respirators

Respirators should be cleaned after each day’s use and placed in a plastic bag and stored in the container
provided for this purpose.

At the end of each week (or more often, if needed) respirators should be completely cleaned and
disinfected by carrying out the following procedures:

 a.  Remove the air-purifying elements from the respirator.  Air purifying elements must never be
washed and disinfected.
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b.  Immerse the respirator in a warm (140-160 degrees F) aqueous solution of a germicidal detergent.
The respirator face piece and parts may be scrubbed gently with a cloth or soft brush.  Make sure that
all foreign matter is removed from all surfaces of the rubber exhalation valve flap and plastic
exhalation valve seats.

c.  After washing and disinfecting the respirator, rinse the same with clean, warm water and then
allow the respirator to dry.

d.  After the respirator is dry, attach the air-purifying elements.

e.  Store the respirator in the container provided for the purpose.

Any malfunction on the respirator must be reported to the user’s immediate supervisor.  Replacement
parts will be available in the general office.

After normal use or inspection, respirators must not be hung on nails on the wall, but must be stored in its
plastic bag and in the provided container.  In storing the respirator, the face piece and exhalation valve
must be in a normal position so as to prevent the abnormal set of elastomer parts during storage.

Each worker assigned to use a respirator must maintain and routinely inspect it before and after each use.
Respirators will be inspected and certified in good condition monthly by area supervisors to assure they
are kept clean and in satisfactory working condition. Respirator inspection must include:

a.  Tightness of connections

b.  Condition of face piece

c.  Condition of head bands

d. Condition of cartridges

e. Condition of valves

f.  Rubber or elastomer for pliability

g. Rubber or elastomer for deterioration

Note:  Stretching and manipulating rubber or elastomer parts with a massaging action will keep them
pliable and flexible and prevent them from taking a set during storage.

Worn out parts will be replaced with approved parts immediately.

Evaluating the Program

The company will monitor the effectiveness of this program by:

1.  Frequent unscheduled observation and feedback of employee activities throughout the plant to
confirm proper respirator use.

2.  Training and observation of new employees including respirator use responsibility and
accountability.

3.  Periodic supervisor and manager training on respirator care and use.

_______________________________  _______________________

                 Reviewed by                     Date

_______________________________ _______________________

                  Approved by                     Date
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PPE Assessment & Certification Worksheet
Assessment conducted by: ______________________________________ Date: ______________________________
Task ______________________________________________________ Department _________________________

Instructions
1. Conduct a Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) of the above task and then list below the hazards found in the JHA.  

2. If engineering or management practices cannot eliminate the hazards, or are not feasible, determine the appropriate 
PPE for each hazard.  Note: If you are not sure about appropriate PPE, consult your OR-OSHA consultant or insurer for assistance.  

Summary of Task Hazards and PPE Required
Impact by: ___ materials ___ equipment ___ objects ___ co-worker ___ other (describe) __________________________________

PPE required: (head, eye, foot, etc.) __________________________________________________________________________

Contact with: ___ stationary object  ___ moving object ___ sharp object ___ other (describe)  ______________________________

PPE required: (foot, head, etc.)  ______________________________________________________________________________

Fall: ___ from elevation ___ to surface ___ slipping ___ tripping ___ other (describe) ______________________________________

PPE required: ( fall, restraint systems)  ________________________________________________________________________

Caught in, under, between: ___ running or meshing objects ___ moving object ___ stationary object ___ rolling vehicle ___ 
collapsing materials/cave-in ___ other (describe) __________________________________________________________________

PPE required: (hand, foot, etc.)  ______________________________________________________________________________

Overexposure: ___ noise ___ heat ___ cold ___ temperature variation ___ radiation. List dBA ________ Temp _________  F. 

PPE required: (hearing, respiratory, clothing, eye, etc.)  __________________________________________________________

Inhalation of: ___ hot ___ cold ___dust ___ mists ___ vapors ___ smoke ___ gasses  ___  fibers ___ biohazards ____  
other (describe) __________________________________________________________________________________________

PPE required: (respiratory, face, etc.)  _________________________________________________________________________

Ingestion of: ___ hot ___ cold ___ acids ___ bases ___ caustics ___ poisons ___dust ___ mists ___ vapors ___ smoke ___ 
gasses  ___ radiation ___ fibers ___ other (describe) ______________________________________________________________

PPE required: (respiratory, face, etc.)  ________________________________________________________________________

Absorption of: ___ acids ___ bases ___ caustics ___ poisons ___ hazardous chemicals ___ other (describe) __________________

PPE required: (hand, face, eye, clothing, etc.)  __________________________________________________________________

Skin contact with: ___ hot liquid ___ molten metal ___ sparks  ___ acids ___ bases ___ caustics ___ poison ___ 
other (describe) _________________________________________________________________________________
PPE required: (hand, foot, face, eye, clothing, etc.)  ______________________________________________________________

3. Reference the associated MSDS for each hazardous chemical used and list the recommended PPE for that chemical.

Chemical: __________________________           MSDS PPE: _____________________________________________

__________________________ _____________________________________________

__________________________ _____________________________________________

Certification  ____________________________________________ ___________________________________

Signature Date





PPE Walkthrough Survey and Certification
Department ___________________   Task _______________________________________     Date _________

Assess each task for hazards using following criteria: (1 Type of injury or illness possible; (2 Probability - unlikely,
likely, highly likely; and (3 Severity - death, serious injury/illness, not serious injury/illness.

1.  Sources of motion - machinery, processes, tools, materials, people etc. ______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

2.  Sources of high temperatures - that could cause burns, ignition, injury to eyes, etc. ____________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

3.  Sources of chemical exposure - splash, vapor, spray, immersion, etc. _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Sources of harmful atmospheres - dust, fumes, gasses, mists, vapors, fibers, etc. _____________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Sources of light radiation - welding, brazing, cutting, furnaces, heat treating, high intensity lights, etc. ______________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

6.  Sources of falling objects - materials, equipment, tools, etc. _______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

7.  Sources of sharp objects - which could pierce the skin - feet, hands, face etc. _________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

8.  Sources of rolling or pinching that could crush - hands, feet. ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  _____________________________________________________________________________________

9.  Layout of workplace and location of co-workers - adequate space for task. _________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  _____________________________________________________________________________________

10. Sources of contact with electricity - wires, grounding, __________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required PPE:  _____________________________________________________________________________________

I certify that I have conducted a workplace survey on the above task to assess the need for personal protective
equipment.  The personal protective equipment noted above will be required while performing this task.

______________________________________________ ________________________
Signature                  Date
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